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About
Viewties Magazine is an international digital publication founded by
Vanesa Miraglia, self-published from Buenos Aires since July 2020.
Weekly we bring you the very best around Britain television, cinema and
music through authentic features with some of the outstanding figures
across the entertainment industry.
We want you to know the other side of the story with our in-depth
interviews and inspiring words that only these artists could provide. This is
a fast read magazine to appreciate the talent and the aesthetics from its
design and the amazing job brought to us by our talented photographers that
collaborate with us.

Previous issues are available on issuu.com/viewties
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Alistair Petrie, p12
speaks about Mr Groff's evolution in the third
season of Netflix original series Sex Education.

Lauren Patel, p18
makes her screen debut in Everybody’s Talking
About Jamie and talks all things character.

Lauren
Patel

Editor's letter
Welcome to the Sept. issue! A brand new design is presented to you to
enjoy the experience while reading these words by me and the talent
featured. I thought of this as a fast read booklet to appreciate the other
side of the story and the amazing photography brought to you by
photographers that collaborate with us.
It's been a marvellous journey so far celebrating arts and artists, I'm very
grateful for your support. I believe in the constant learning, growing and
upgrading through practice and inspiration. One person featured in a
past issue said "we can’t limit each other or claim ownership of this or
that. We use the unknown or heightened circumstance to better explain
ourselves." I always take inspiration from the people I write about and
explore in depth as I take inspiration from anything regarding arts. If I
can take something from my job, I strongly believe you will take
something from it too. The aesthetic accompanies the love, passion,
dedication and hope from building this magazine up, to looking forward
to touching your heart.
Enjoy the ride!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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C

andid Broads Productions introduces their new project, a short film

that follows Amy, a woman recovering from anorexia, who gets caught
between the illness and her overbearing mother while attempting to buy
an ice cream for her young daughter.
Produced by Oriane Pick and Anais Ferrato at Candid Broads, this film
will be directed by Audrey Gagneux and it was written by Neil Westley,
drawn from the story producer and lead actress Ellie Rose Boswell’s own
experiences. ‘Ice Cream’ is for the loved ones of anorexia sufferers and
anorexia sufferers who have made a step towards their recovery.
What can you expect from this new production?
This one hopes to provide a better understanding of how to talk to those
suffering from anorexia and eating disorders, the stumbling blocks both
they and their loved ones may encounter along the way and to highlight
that recovery isn't a straight forward, bound to succeed avenue.
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But first, they need us to contribute with what we can by helping them to raise
around £14,000 to cover part of the shoot production and ensure everyone’s safety
on set through Indiegogo. Indiegogo is a vital tool for filmmakers as it enables
them to collaborate with fantastic people like yourself to make this film a reality.
If you can’t donate, sharing the film or crowdfunding link means a lot, as it would
enable them to reach a greater number of people and hopefully those who will also
resonate with their story. And as mentioned, They really are hoping to grow an
inspired and supportive community of anorexia survivors, anorexia sufferers and
their loved ones through this campaign, which is another reason why they've
chosen Indiegogo crowdfunding as one of their means of fundraising.
So, if you feel this story resonates with you or might help someone you know,
please click this link at the button below to collaborate and share!

Ice Cream | Indiegogo
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Alistair Petrie
Interview by Van Miraglia • Photos by Josh Shinner • Stylist: Fabio Immediato
Grooming: Amanda Grossman • Styling Assistant: Tiziano Viticchie

T

he new season of Sex Education is already here and Viewties

caught up with Alistair, who reprises the role of ‘Mr Groff’,
whose story will be crucial to finally understand why he is like
he is. In the past seasons, he's been shown as a bully for his son
Adam and this year, we are going to see Mr Groff reaping his
sowing and how this may benefit to his personal growth.
In a pause from the set where he is currently filming Hugh
Laurie’s adaptation of Agatha Christie’s 'Why Didn’t They Ask
Evans?', Alistair

chats

about

his

character's

evolution,

his

relationship on and off screen with Connor Swindells and
explains why the show is a must watch.
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V: At the end of Season 2 of Sex
Education, we found Mr Groff in a
lot of trouble. He was sent home to
rest, but he doesn’t even have a
home as a whole. What can you
reveal from your character’s
evolution in the third series?
Alistair - At the end of season two
he’s left very much adrift; from both
his professional and personal life.
He’s pretty much hit rock bottom.
The writers could have let him rant
and rave at his misfortune and blame
everyone else but in terms of the
drama that wouldn’t be very interesting to explore. What he is forced to
do is look very hard at himself in the
mirror and decide if he likes what he
sees. We also get to meet his brother
who is played by the magnificent
Jason Isaacs. Let’s just say they’re
very different and it’s a wonderful storyline.
V: What is it about your character
that excites you every time you play
him again?
Alistair - I’m very fond of Michael
Groff. Season three allows us to have
a close look and why he is the way he
is. It’s actually very moving and as
far as the show’s themes go, his
storyline is an examination of a very
important one. He has been a bully to
Adam. We now get to understand
why. Not excuse but examine the
reasons. None of us are perfect, we
are all flawed. Mr Groff is no
different. I’m protective of him so to
get the opportunity to show other
sides to him is very exciting.

I’d adopt Connor
Swindells as my real son.
I’m very proud of him.
V: The relationship with Mr Groff’s
son, Adam, seems to be slowly
getting somewhere. I always ask
about chemistry between actors, but
this time these characters don't have
such a thing! So, how was it like
building this tense atmosphere
between the both of you in front of
the camera?
Alistair - The writing. With writing
this good it’s all on the page. Connor
Swindells is such a fine actor we don’t
struggle to play off each other. Off
camera it couldn’t be more different. I
love him very much indeed. If he’d let
me, I’d adopt him as my real son. I’m
very proud of him.
V: Also, there are a lot of similarities
between you both when it comes to
facial gestures and way of moving,
did you also talk about that? How
did you both achieve looking exactly
like father and son physically?
Alistair - That was down to casting.
Connor was cast in the show before I
was so it was me following him not the
other way round. We’ve never discussed mirroring each other specifically but there is a wonderful
chemistry there and that is something...
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you cannot manufacture. It’s what the
casting director, Lauren Evans, Ben
Taylor our director, our producers Jon
Jennings and Jamie Campbell
deduced could exist before Connor and
I had even met. After that you just hope
when two actors gather together it
works. It certainly does for us and it
seems the audience think so too.
V: What have you enjoyed the
most about working alongside
Connor Swindells?
Alistair - I marvel at his work. His
career - already really rather wonderful
- is going to go stellar. He can do
literally anything. He can be a leading
man, a comic genius, a character actor.
He can play any part in any genre. But
he does it all with a humbleness and
humility that is remarkable. I love being
in his company. We speak all the time.
V: Was there anything you found
challenging to develop during the
filming process of season three? Any
individual scene or a character’s
aspect that you found hard to tackle?
Alistair - Filming during the time
of COVID was always going to be a
challenge. We were due to start filming
last April but it was clear very early on
that was going to be impossible. Whilst
we were all told to stay at home by the
government and watch Netflix, our
producing team were working day and
night to figure out how we could, when
allowed, go back to filming safely and
successfully. Five months of planning,
testing and logistical genius we were
back, although with a lot of swabs put
up our noses and no big nights out.
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V: I remember when the show came
up, I didn’t know if I should see it
because it seemed to be positioned for
teenagers, but when I gave it a try, I
realised that this show actually is
educative for everyone and sparks
conversations because there’s a story
for all of us to relate to. Have you also
felt this?
Alistair - As soon as I read the first
scripts. The show speaks to us all. I was a
teenager once - we all were - with the
same anxieties and insecurities that the
show discusses. But the ‘education’ part
of the show is done with such warmth
and humour and understanding it allows
the audience to feel as though they are a
part of it. Parents should watch it together with their teens. Everyone would
learn from it and love it and it would
encourage communication to happen.
V: What would you say you have
learned from the experience of working in this production and with a
majorly young cast?
Alistair - Everyone should be open to
learning from anyone whatever their age.
I marvel at the young talents I see. I feel
very privileged to be seeing this cast hit
their professional stride. But so much
credit for the joy of working on this show
is our production team and crew. They
also love working on the show. They
work so damn hard almost all year round
to get Sex Education on our screens.

Everyone
should be open to
learning from anyone
whatever their age.
V: Moving on from Sex Education,
you are filming Hugh Laurie’s
adaption of Agatha Christie’s Why
Didn’t They Ask Evans? alongside
Will Poulter and Lucy Boynton.
How do you feel about being part
of this project?
Alistair - I was thrilled to be reunited
with my friend Hugh after working
together on The Night Manager. We
became greats friends working on
TNM and it’s always a good day
when you get to work with your
friends. Lucy and Will are yet more
great talents. To have Connor and
Will play my sons in a single year is
marvellous. I’m not sure they know
each other but I’d love ...

them to meet. A family gathering,
I suppose.
V: Last question, as my nationality
is Argentinian, I’m curious to ask
you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art/ culture
from Argentina?
Alistair - I have never been to South
America but I’m rather obsessed by
it. It seems so vast and exotic.
Argentina would be my first stop.
Riding in the `US is a passion of mine
and Argentina’s relationship with
horses is iconic. A day doing that and
then a fabulous glass of Argentinian
wine? Might be the greatest day ever.

All episodes from the third season of Sex Education are now available on Netflix.
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Lauren Patel makes her screen debut in Everybody’s

About

Jamie,

the

feature

film

adaptation

of

the

hugely

successful West End Musical of the same name.
Inspired by the 2011 television documentary Jamie: Drag Queen at 16,
the story follows a 16-year-old teenager as he overcomes prejudice and
steps out of the darkness to attend prom in drag. Lauren plays the
female lead ‘Pritti Pasha', a muslim girl who is Jamie’s best friend and
ally.

Originally

from

Bolton,

Lauren

was

cast

as

‘Pritti’

after

responding to an open call for the film, whilst still studying at college.
In conversation with Viewties, Lauren chats about her experience
filming this movie and bringing an authentic version of her character
on the big screen, among other things!
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Pritti just wants
Jamie to see himself
the way she sees him.

V: First of all, Congratulations on
the film! I know you’re making
your screen debut in Everybody’s
Talking About Jamie, I remember
you saying that you and your
brother forced your parents to
watch you both put on entire
musicals in your front room. Now,
how different was that from the
real experience of filming a musical
for the screen?
Lauren - Well, for starters I couldn’t
stop in the middle of a scene to yell at
Richard E Grant like I used to with
my brother. And the cameras were a
lot more expensive and complicated
than my Dad’s old camcorder from
the early 2000s. But seriously – the
thing that I love the most about this
job is that I do get to just play pretend
for a living. It’s just as much fun as
when I was a kid.

V: While I was watching the film, I
couldn’t help getting emotional even
at some scenes that weren’t really
emotive. But the messages it’s just so
beautifully portrayed that it felt very
close to my heart. What helped you
to connect with the storyline?
Lauren - Thankyou! I think Pritti just
wants Jamie to see himself the way she
sees him. I’m sure we’ve all had people
in our lives who you just wish you
could grab by the shoulders and yell “I
wish you saw how amazing you are!!”.
And honestly a lot of times I really
didn’t have to act very hard, watching
Max doing the drag show was so cool
that I didn’t even have to pretend to be
blown away - I just was.
V: How have you found that balance
between the character from the play
and your version for the screen?
Lauren - I was really fortunate to have
so many amazing Pritti Pasha’s from
the West End show to follow in the
footsteps of, I think I just had to make
sure to view her as my own and not try
and do an impression of anyone who
came before. I think that working with
the same creative team that worked on
the show was a real comfort as I knew
they would never let me stray too far
from how they’d intended her to be.
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V: What I love about your
character is her empathy with
people, she is very wise, and she
understands everybody. Were
there any aspects from Pritti
you couldn’t wait to prepare?
Lauren - I was so excited to do
the big dance numbers, I’m not a
dancer so it was a bit daunting at
first but to be apart of those
massive musical numbers like I’d
seen in so many movie musicals
as a kid was just such a joy.
V: Would you say that something from her personality has
stuck to you?
Lauren - I think her kindness and
how quietly sure she is of herself
is definitely something I carried
with me through the whole shoot
and beyond.
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V: Is there any theme or individual
scene that resonated most for you?
Lauren - I really did love the scene
before “Beautiful” we had so many
massive days with so many people on
giant sets, so this little scene in a tiny
room with just me and Max was really
lovely to shoot. And it was filmed on
the last day of shooting, so it was
extra emotional.
V: The chemistry between the characters, especially you and Max
Harwood, is amazing! How was it like
working with him and how did you
and Max work alongside to build this
beautiful and real friendship
on screen?
Lauren - He was so much fun to work
with, I remember our director Jonny
sent us off to Nando’s the first day we
met so we could get to know each other.
And then we gradually just became
closer and closer throughout the project.
We lived in the same building for the
whole shoot, and it was his first film
too, so it definitely felt like we were in
it together a lot.

V: What did you enjoy the most
about being part of Everybody’s
Talking About Jamie?
Lauren - One thing I hadn’t given
much thought to until I was there was
the sets. We had such a great team,
and it was so fun showing up to work
and having no idea what the sets
were going to look like, and they
always looked amazing. I also loved
working with our group of dancers
that we’ve come call “Year 11”, the
energy and talent they brought every
day was just so much fun to
be around.
V: What would you like the audience to take from Pritti and the
movie itself as a message?
Lauren - I think the main thing is
that if you care about someone, you
try to understand. Pritti and Jamie
are polar opposites, she doesn’t know
anything about drag. But she loves
Jamie so much and she sees how
happy it makes him, so even though
she tries, it doesn’t really matter if
she ‘gets it’ or not.

Pritti's message is
that if you care about
someone, you try
to understand.
V: Last question, as my nationality
is Argentinean, I’m curious to ask
you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art /
culture from Argentina?
Lauren - The Argentinian music and
dance that I’ve seen is just gorgeous!

Everybody’s Talking About Jamie premieres worldwide on Amazon Prime Video on September 17th
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